,,A grasp of Graphics an visuals" is an Erasmus+ project, in which
four vocational schools from different European countries: Poland,
Germany, Austria and Portugal cooperate to improve their students
opportunities on the local and international job markets in
photogaphy, graphics design and film making branches.
The schools aim to show to young people and the local
communities, how attractive vocational training in these fields can
be. Another goal of this project is to increase the students' and
teachers' awareness of the importance of developing their
language skills, introducing the latest information and
communication technologies into classroom, and rising
interpersonal, intercultural and social com petences. It is also very
important to support the students from disadvantaged groups in
order to even out their chances on educational and social grounds.
The schools want to achieve the highest standards of education,
cooperation with the employers, and promotion of their students
works. Once the standards are achieved, they will be disseminated
among other schools teaching in the same field.

It is generally believed that vocational training is difficult and
toilsome. Admittedly, it is not easy to study both general
knowledge and vocational subjects, which are often very
dem anding. But the authors of this publication believe that classes
in photography, graphics or filmmaking not only can be interesting,
but even fascinating. That is why teachers involved in A grasp of
Graphics and Visuals project aimed to provide the best possible
learning experience for their students to ensure their high
motivation, involvement and deeper understanding of the subject
matter.
This is a compilation of workshop plans which were run in the
course of two-year-long project, and lesson plans developed by
vocational subjects teachers from each of the participating
schools. The authors hope their experience can be shared with
other photography, graphics and film teachers around the world
and numerous students can benefit from ambitious but rewarding
classes.

Internal portrait
Field

Photography

Title

Internal portrait

Audience

16-19 year old students

Level

Pre-intermediate in photography

Duration

180 min

Goals

Acquiring knowledge about different types of portraits, including the
distinction between classical portrait showing the appearance of a
person and psychological portrait - a portrait of the model's interior;
Gaining knowledge of different lighting techniques: high key and low
key; shaping skills of creating internal portrait in a studio with the use
of different types of lenses and lighting equipment; students practice
teamwork, so called soft competences.

Results

Individual portrait photography

Description

Examination and analysis of psychological portraits photographs by
notable authors, formulating rules of light setting in portrait photos,
recognition of lighting equipment specification, skillful choice of
equipment for the expected result, group work.

Materials,
equipment
Author,
school

Albums with portrait photography by different authors and the Internet
resources depicting internal portraits: (Irving Penn, Arnold Newman,
Diane Ducruet, Elinor Carucci, Krzysztof Gieraltowski, Ma/gorzata
Frqczek); computer, projector and screen for presentation; studio
equipment: DSLR camera, several lenses of different type, tripod,
lighting equipment, backdrops.
Ma/gorzata Frqczek, Technikum Fototechniczne in Zesp6/
Szk6/ Fototechnicznych in Warsaw

Procedure
Acquiring the rules for internal portrait creation:
Understanding the issue of internal portrait in photography based on
analysis of albums and Internet resources: under the teachers supervision
students discuss features of both types of portraits (conventional presenting physical appearance, and psychological - showing the model's
mental states). rules of cooperation with the model, stylization and
make-up, arranging the set in the studio, creating proper lighting conditions,
use of different sources of light allowing for emphasizing psychological
aspects of the model and creating the subject. Finally the students define
the differences between classical portrait and Internal portrait. Establishing
the definition of what an internal portrait is: an insight into the models
inside, full of piercing attention and deeper thought. Internal portrait is
composed on the basis of the information gathered about the model.

20 min

Preparation for the photographic session:
Students are divided into groups of three, each group chooses a model and
interviews them to learn about their characteristic features; students plan
the realization of the photographic task by sketching the plan of the lighting
in the studio, choosing background, stylization and make-up; planning
cooperation with the model; selecting necessary equipment for the planned
effect: A DSLR camera, lenses with different parameters, lighting equipment,
filters, reflectors, etc.

40 min

Running the photo session in in groups:
Setting the scene; preparing the model (make-up, costume, props); setting
the lighting equipment in the studio in accordance to the sketch; choice of
appropriate lens and testing it; taking a few shots entitled Internal portrait;
selection of the best photo as far as form and content are concerned.

90 min

Presentation of students' works on the projector, in-depth analysis of the
form and content by the students, under teacher's supervision.

20 min

Drawing conclusions and formulating recommendations for the future work
with internal portrait.

10 min

Miss Europe
Field

Graphic design

Title

Contemporary Ms Europe - character presentation in graphic
design

Audience

16-20 year old students/ adults

Level

Pre-intermediate - intermediate in graphic design

Duration

About 4 hours

Goals

Developing skills of creating graphic representation of a
female character in Adobe llustrator program, with the use of
such tools as brush, pencil, shape and generating shapes;
increase of students' artistic sensitivity and creativity;
deepening and widening students' knowledge in the field of
mythology and European art; enhancing better understanding
of values and meaning of the European Union for the lives of
its citizens.

Results

Graphic work entitled Contemporary MS Europe

Description

Students process their connotations and imaginations
connected with contemporary Europe into a graphic character
with the use of different Adobe lllustrator tools.

Materials,
equipment
Author,
school

Computers with the access to the Internet, equipped in
Adobe llustrator program or other graphic design software;
graphic design tablets; multi-media set: projector, computer,
screen for presentation of the materials and results; hand-outs
containing the description of the task, useful tips (names of the
authors whose works of art present Europe), analysis criteria.
Matgorzata Mrozek, Technikum Fototechniczne in Zesp6t Szk6t
Fototechnicznych in Warsaw

Procedure
Refreshing the Greek myth about kidnapping Europe by Zeus students find the myth on the internet, the first person to find it
reads it out aloud.

5 min

Familiarizing the students with the ways of presenting the character
of Europe in different fields of art: with a task of finding on the
Internet two depictions of Europe in assigned field of art and
conducting their formal analysis (composition, perspective, colours,
shapes, chiaroscuro, location of particular elements in relation to one
another) and content analysis (Europe's features as a female
character: facial expression, figure, clothes, image):
Group I - painting of noted artists (Rembrandt, Titian, P. Veronese, C.
Lorraine, F. Boucher, F.G. Watts, F. Wallotton);
Group II - sculpture(. C. Miles i J. Lipchitz);
Group Ill - in the remaining fields of art ( coins from Fajstos and
Gortyn on the Crete island, mosaic from Pella and Amphipolis,
Kidnapping of Europe on Copperplate by G. de Lairesse.
Presentation of their findings by representatives of each group in
front of the class: chosen work of art and analysis of their content and
form.

25 min

Students create a mind map on the board showing their associations
with the term Modern Ms Europe - its values, lifestyle, heritage.

5 min

Learning methods of showing characters in Adobe llustrator - groups
find on the Internet examples of different characters in graphic
design, present their findings in front of the class, analyse (how they
are shown, in what style, rules of composition, tools used, colour
range).

15 min

Planning graphic work showing the image of Europe in the 21-st
century (individual work): choice of the most important feature of
Europe; planning composition, background, layout; defining colours;
choosing proper tools; testing effects, colour range, chiaroscuro,
textures.

20 min

Creating individual graphic works: designing particular elements
according to the plan; saving the image.

90 min

Presentation of students' works in front of the class, teacher led discussion on the form and content of the images (hand-out from
stage no. 2 could be useful).

5 min/
person

Formulating common conclusions and recommendations for
presented characters in graphic works.

10 min

Filmmaking
Field

Film

Title

Filming a short movie on given topic

Audience

16-20 year old students/adults

Level

Pre-intermediate - intermediate in film making

Duration

10 hours

Goals

Broadening students' knowledge in organizing the film set,
frame composition and camera work in film-making;
developing students' skills in recording and editing film and
sound; acquiring knowledge of Canon camcorders' parameters
and technical capabilities.

Results

Short film etiude

Description

Presentation and practice of frame composition, camera work,
its influence on the final result in a film; brief review of the
latest filmmaking equipment by Canon.

Materials,
equipment

Camcorders: Canon XC15, Canon XF405, EOSC700FF, EOSc700
or other similar; computers equipped in Adobe Premiere CC or
other film editing software; multi-media set: projector,
computer, screen for presentation of the materials and results;
A copy of the High Noon [film] director Fred Zinnemann, The
USA Stanley Kramer Productions 1952; example film etude
from the school's/teacher's resources.

Author,
school

Filip Kovcin, Canon Poland in cooperation with Technikum
Fototechniczne in Zesp6/ Szk6/ Fototechnicznych in Warsaw

Procedure
Introduction to camcorders by Canon - a short history, parameters
and technical capabilities of the latest and most commonly used
camcorders and other filmmaking equipment.

1 hour

Familiarizing the students with the basics of filmmaking: the teacher
presents a short extract from High Noon that exemplifies a chosen
issue connected with camera work on set and students analyze this
extract and the effect on the understanding of the scene by the
viewers. Later the students act out scenes illustrating the issue.
Subject matters to be presented: the most important shots: extreme
close up, medium close up, medium shot, medium full shot, full shot;
°
rule of 180 in over the shoulder shot, axis in shooting; real distance
vs. Illusionary distance and its consequences in film production; high
vs. low position of the camera and resulting perception of the
character; speed of camera movement and it's result in the film
production.

3 hours

Preparation for film etude making:
Presentation and analysis of an example work; assigning a task for
students divided into groups of 4 to 6 people; setting the rules: team
members record at least five shots, use different type of shots, use at
least three different camera positions, show creative approach, every
team member shoots at least one shot; assigning topics for the short
films: Silence, Lost in space, Freedom, etc..

0,5 hour

Film etude shooting: students start with making a plan; preparation of
the screenplay and script; looking for suitable sets; choosing proper
equipment for the task and testing how it works; shooting the short
film; editing the film and sound.

4 hours

Presentation of the complete short films and detailed analysis by the
teacher and the students, combined with a panel discussion,
formulating conclusions and recommendations for further work with
a camcorder.

1,5 hours

